The goal of this research is to develop an integrative modelling technique that is easy enough to be used by most business users with little training, but robust and structured enough to be used in subsequent Information Systems Development (ISD) modelling. This technique attempts to bridge the current gap between modelling on a business level and modelling on a technical level. The overall research methodology is design science research, embedding a grounded approach, to develop an integrative modelling technique. The resultant artefact is applied to a case study to test its applicability and suitability, and the results are evaluated. The results show that the proposed integrative modelling technique that is based on a better understanding of the fundamental entities in business and ISD modelling and their properties, attributes and relationships, can be used as a method to model business situations easily and expressively. By overcoming the divide between business and ISD modelling, the technique also advances informal, mostly textual, business modelling. The paper makes a methodological contribution by establishing a new technique that integrates business analysis with ISD, as well as demonstrating how a single case study could serve as an exemplar of a theory.
INTRODUCTION
While a variety of modelling languages and techniques exist for Information Systems Development (ISD), few of them can easily and simply be applied to business modelling (Wand, 1996; Wyssusek, 2006; ZurMuehlen & Indulska, 2010; Gould, 2016) . Wilcox and Gurǎu (2003) identify a number of problems with using IDEF (Integration DEFinition) for business modelling, including rigidity, lack of standardisation and low portability. They propose UML (Unified Modelling Language) instead, but with the provision that it should be amended to cover business aims, rules and procedures satisfactorily, which suggests that these modelling problems are mostly related to complexity and expressiveness. Most business users find it too difficult to express their business needs in a complex ISD language or technique, while ISD analysts are often not able to represent everything they require using business models (Recker, 2010) . In practice, most business modelling is done in unstructured text format, which leads to unclear, ambiguous descriptions (ZurMuehlen & Indulska, 2010; Gould, 2016; Sinha, Paradkar, Kumanan, & Boguraev, 2009) .
The problem statement is:
Current modelling techniques do not bridge the gap between business modelling and ISD.
The main research question is:
How can an integrative modelling technique be developed to bridge the gap between business modelling and ISD?
Business and ISD modelling is fundamentally concerned with design and, therefore, design science research (Purao, Baldwin, Hevner, Storey, & Pries-Heje, 2008 ) is used in this research as the overall research methodology while embedding a grounded approach to discover and clarify the fundamental constructs of business and ISD modelling. The paper makes a methodological contribution by proposing a technique to integrate business analysis with ISD, as well as demonstrating how a single case study could serve as an exemplar of a theory (Flyvbjerg, 2006) . Case studies can be used to generate or test hypotheses during theory-building-according to Flyvbjerg (2006, p. 219), "[s] ocial science may be strengthened by the execution of a greater number of good case studies". The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives background information about current ISD modelling techniques and presents a critical literature review. Section 3 discusses the research approach in more detail. In Section 4, the insights gained from the discovery phase (filtered down using a grounded approach) are synthesised into the fundamental modelling entities that will be used in the proposed artefact-i.e., a new technique (the proposed integrative modelling technique)-to illustrate how business and ISD modelling could be integrated. The steps of this technique, as well, as the proof of concept, can be found in Section 5 where the procedural aspects are spelled out and applied to a business case demonstrating its validity. Section 6 is the discussion section that evaluates the preceding research and the proposed technique. Finally, the conclusion (Section 7) summarises the most salient points of the article and its findings and makes some recommendations for future work. In order to make the article more accessible a number of tables and figures were moved to a supplementary material appendix 1 and these will be referred to as " Table SM" 
BACKGROUND
Conceptual ISD modelling is done by using various techniques, including object-oriented techniques like UML diagrams (Schach, 2004) ; holistic techniques like soft system methodology (SSM) and rich pictures (Checkland, 2000) ; data techniques like entity-relationship diagrams (ERDs) (Chen, 1976; Umanath & Scamell, 2014; Prescott, 2015) ; process techniques like IDEF0 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1993) and business process modelling notation (BPMN) (Object Management Group, 2009 ). These techniques have many commonalities between them, but also many differences. Some of the differences are more obvious, for example specific concepts may exist in one technique but not in another. Other differences are more subtle, such as different naming conventions, or they may be represented differently in different techniques.
New ISD modelling techniques were developed over time, pragmatically, to solve specific problem issues. For example, ERD and normalisation were developed to formalise the modelling of data and databases to overcome database problems (such as creating, updating and deleting anomalies) (Chen, 1976) , while BPMN was developed to model processes in an organisation and to overcome the lack of standardisation in current process modelling techniques (Recker, 2010) .
One of the main problems experienced by practitioners and students of business and ISD modelling is how to integrate all of the various ISD modelling techniques (Wyssusek, 2006; Wand & Wang, 1996; Salam & Yusof, 2015; Hassan & Mathiassen, 2017) . When using more than one of these techniques in the same context, for example, how do the corresponding concepts of agent in agent-object relationship (AOR), external agent in data flow diagrams (DFD) and actor in use case diagrams relate to each other? And even more confusing, how do the corresponding concepts of use case and system in use case modelling, behaviour in class diagrams, process in DFD, IDEF0 and BPMN, transformation in SSM, activity in activity diagrams; how in Zachman, and many other action-oriented concepts relate?
The integrative modelling technique that is proposed, implemented and evaluated in this research is the result of an in-depth qualitative data analysis of existing business and ISD techniques. The main techniques of the past, the main techniques that are currently popular, as well as lesser-known techniques, were included to give as broad a range of techniques as possible. The ISD approaches and techniques studied were adapted from Avison and Fitzgerald (2006) , who describe two types of techniques: representational techniques describe ways of modelling some universe of discourse, while process techniques describe a set of actions to achieve a certain goal, e.g., the joint requirements planning (JRP) technique describes how to get requirements but not how to represent or model them. Only representational techniques were considered here. The basic principle employed in the selection of techniques was to use generally accepted, internationally recognised standards, like the IDEF0 standard. If there was no such standard, a source on the relevant techniques was used, e.g., Chen (1976) for data modelling. A summary of modelling techniques is shown in Table SM1. Tables SM2 and SM3 give an overview of these techniques and an illustration of the grounded process followed to synthesise concepts from these into the fundamental modelling entities of the integrative modelling technique proposed in Section 4.
RESEARCH APPROACH
The main research approach followed is design science research. This approach provides another view that complements the positivist and interpretivist perspectives of IS research (Niehaves & Bernd, 2006) . It distinguishes between natural science and the science of the artificial, and concentrates on phenomena that are created (designed artefacts), rather than objects occurring naturally (Levy & Hirschheim, 2012) . Designed artefacts can be, among other things, algorithms, human-computer interaction (HCI) constructs, ISD methodologies and ISD techniques. Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2015) , Vaishnavi, Kuechler, and Petter (2017) developed a taxonomy of design science research output as summarised in Table 1 . (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2015; Vaishnavi, Kuechler, & Petter, 2017) Output Description Constructs
The conceptual vocabulary of a domain. Models A set of propositions or statements expressing relationships between constructs. Instantiations A set of steps used to perform a task: 'how-to' knowledge.
Better theories
Artefact construction as analogous to experimental natural science.
The artefact suggested is an integrative modelling technique between business and ISD. In terms of design science research outputs as defined in Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2015) and Vaishnavi et al. (2017) (see Table 1 ), this modelling technique can be seen to incorporate the first three outputs: constructs, a model and (to some extent) a method. Design science research involves the following steps:
1. problem identification and motivation;
2. defining the objectives of a solution;
3. design and development; 4. demonstration;
5. evaluation; and 6. communication.
These six activities (Geerts, 2011) were approached as follows in this research:
1. Identify problem and motivate: There is a non-trivial gap between business modelling and ISD modelling. ISD modelling is precise and has many widely used modelling techniques to enable it. Business modelling is mostly done using textual descriptions without a specific technique employed. (See the introduction and background sections above.)
2. Define the objectives of a solution: The solution to this problem is to define an integrative modelling technique that will bridge the gap between business and ISD modelling. The objectives of this technique are specifically as follows:
• Ease of use: This technique must be simple enough so that non-technical users should be able to use it with minimum training.
• Expressiveness: At the same time, the technique must be expressive enough so that detailed ISD level modelling can be derived from it without further interactions with users or analysts. This can be stated in a different way. Luukkonen, Korpela, and Mykkänen (2010) developed a classification of modelling techniques used in the earlier phases of the ISD life cycle. They identified two dimensions: degree of structure related to the syntactic aspect of a model (ranging from unstructured to highly structured), and scope related to the semantic and pragmatic aspects of the model (ranging from technical to human and organisational). In terms of this classification, the purpose of the integrative modelling is to be highly structured and also to cover the full range of the scope dimension.
3. Design and develop: Such an integrative modelling technique is developed using a grounded approach and qualitatively analysing existing modelling techniques, and by synthesising the salient aspects into a new technique (see Sections 2 and 4 and the methodological parts of Section 5).
Demonstrate:
This technique is demonstrated by looking at an example of very common business modelling situations where the output will be used by ISD modelling techniques. A case study is used to illustrate the application of the proposed modelling technique. The case study will incorporate organisational, business and IT aspects and also the different phases of the systems development life cycle (see the application parts of Section 5).
Evaluate:
This technique is evaluated theoretically in Section 6 using principles from grounded theory and components of IS design theory while considering the objectives of the research identified in step 2 above.
6. Communicate: The purpose of this article is to communicate the results of the study to an academic audience. Therefore, the focus is on the theoretical (methodological) contribution of the research.
INTEGRATIVE MODELLING TECHNIQUE
Since modelling is closely linked to linguistics, a linguistic-type framework is the best way to structure the integrative technique in a consistent, coherent and integrated way (Joubert, Kroeze, & Villiers, 2013) . The fundamental modelling entities of business and ISD can be divided into three categories:
• Base entities: corresponding to the morphological level in linguistics
• Structure entities: corresponding to the syntactic level in linguistics
• Role entities: corresponding to the semantic level in linguistics
The base entities are the most basic building blocks in the modelling process. They represent the real-world objects that make up organisations and systems. In the same way that verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns and others make up the words of natural languages, these entities form the words of the proposed modelling language. The structure entities form, like their natural language counterparts, the model sentences and phrases with which systems, organisations and situations can be described. They use the base entities plus specific language constructions to form these model sentences and phrases. A number of model sentences together form a model. In turn, specific subsets of the model form model views.
The role entities provide insight into the meanings of the base and structure entities. For example, an actor can either play an agent role or patient role in a model phrase. Figure 1 gives a high-level overview of these modelling entities. A note on the choice of modelling entity names is important at this stage. In the history of ISD modelling, various names have been used for the same modelling entities. It makes it very difficult to decide on a name that has so many synonyms. The approach followed in this research is to use names that are either the most popular names (used by most techniques), or to use names that are more general rather than more specific (for instance, rather thing than entity or object), or to use novel names when many different, conflicting names are used. Base, structure and role entities are defined below, while the underlying morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic linguistic aspects of these constructs are discussed in more detail in Joubert et al. (2013) .
Base entities
To model any information system or organisation, surprisingly few entities are needed. Corresponding to the morphological level of linguistics, these base entities are as follows:
• Things: intelligent entities (actors) and non-intelligent entities (objects) corresponding to nouns and noun phrases in linguistics.
• Actors (intelligent things): human, institutional and artificial entities that can act and make decisions. Actors correspond to animate nouns in linguistics.
-Human actors (or persons) are individual humans like clients, employees and users.
-Institutional actors (or human activity systems) are groups of people where the group has an own identity and is involved in purposeful activities, for example, companies, departments and project teams. Institutional agents are made up of other base entities. -Artificial actors are human-engineered artefacts that simulate human behaviour, such as bank account systems, pocket calculators and robotic manufacturing systems. Artificial actors consist of other base entities.
• Objects (non-intelligent things): physical, conceptual or informational (semiotic) entities employed during actions by agents. Objects can consist of other objects. Objects correspond to inanimate nouns in linguistics.
-Physical objects are material things that can be detected by the senses, such as raw material, products, furniture and vehicles. -Conceptual objects (or information) are concepts that are created by humans to make their world more understandable and to communicate with other actors. Three important specific types of conceptual objects are listed below: * Places (or locative conceptual objects) are physical two-or three-dimensional areas or conceptually demarcated areas. Examples include countries, geographical areas, residential plots, offices in a building and areas on a screen, form or report. * Times (or time-related conceptual objects) are indications of absolute (e.g., 12/01/2011) or relative (e.g., two days after month-end) times. * Model blocks are structure modelling entities (described below) that can be handled as if they were base entities. For instance, the process withdraw money from ATM (a model block) can be seen as a single conceptual object and used as such, although it consists of a number of base entities and their relations and acts.
-Informational objects are combinations of information and physical objects (acting as the media) created with the specific purpose of capturing, storing and displaying information, like files, databases, books, spreadsheets, input forms and whiteboards. Informational objects are related to conceptual objects in that they both have information as basis, but the physical medium of a conceptual object is not of importance.
• Acts and relations are dynamic relationships (acts) and static relationships (relations) between things corresponding to verb and verb phrases in linguistics. Relations are common to all situations and comprises a (theoretically) finite specific set of auxiliary verbs and verb phrases, such as is-a-type-of, consists-of, has, is-above, and is-equal-to. Acts, on the other hand, are specific to every situation and consists of all active verbs that can be used in a situation under discussion, for example withdraw (money), print (receipt), deposit (money), transfer (money) and pay (beneficiaries) in the ATM situation. Acts and relations correspond to verbs in linguistics. 
Structure entities
In natural language, words can be structured together to form sentences. In a similar way, base entities can be structured together with specific language constructs to form structure entities (see Figure 3) . Structure entities correspond to the syntactic level in linguistics. 
Models and model views
A distinction must be made between the "real" and the "representational" (or modelled) world. Business and ISD modelling involves taking a part of real-world organisation, representing it using some technique like UML or ERD to represent the real system as-is, and then designing a new real system to-be. This representation of the new system to-be is then developed and implemented to become part of (or change) the real system. If a new system must be developed on the same part of the real-world organisation, the created information system is now part of it.
Although there is one real world, there can be many views (representations) of it. A view will always only represent a part of the real world and will also represent only a specific aspect of it.
For instance, in an ERD, all other aspects are ignored (although they are as important) and the focus is only on the data aspect of the system.
The model represents all information available on the real-world situation, organisation or system modelled. By implication, the model is only a representation of the real world. From this one model, various model views can be produced, representing any specific aspect that the model viewer wants to emphasise.
Views can be based on a number of aspects. The first aspect is the type of base entity that needs to be considered. It can be seen as a horizontal view. For instance, data modelling concentrates on informational objects, an organogram on human and institutional actors, a work breakdown structure on actions and a bill of material on physical objects. The second aspect is the level of detail that needs to be expressed. It can be seen as a vertical view. For instance, using use case modelling, sometimes only the systems and subsystems involved are considered (model block level), other times only case names are used (action level) and at other times, the focus is on the use case detail such as steps, actors, conditions and business rules (action step level).
The third aspect is stakeholder perspectives. It can combine characteristics of the first two aspects. The rows 'Planner' (scope, contextual), 'Owner' (enterprise), 'Designer' (system, conceptual, logical), 'Builder' (physical, technical) and 'Subcontractor' (component) of the Zachman framework illustrate the typical stakeholder perspectives well. Over time (during the life cycle of the system), different perspectives will be more important than other. There is also the design issue of postponing certain decisions until a later phase, for instance, to concentrate during conceptual design on how the system is to operate but without taking the specific technology or implementation into account.
A fourth aspect is the history view. It can be combined with any or even all of the previous views. An as-is view shows how things are currently while a to-be view shows how things are designed or planned to be in the future. In practice there is not just one as-is and one to-be view. Different versions of both these views can exist.
A fifth aspect is that of linguistics. In this view, the entities and their relationships are seen as the elements of a language. As in any language, the various linguistic levels of morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics are considered.
Model phrases and model sentences can be grouped into model blocks. They are named for reference and usage. Once a model block has been created, it becomes a conceptual object and can be used as such.
A model block has the following three properties, over and above the constituent model phrases and sentences:
• A name by which it can be referenced and used either as a conceptual object or as an executable set of instructions.
• Zero or more input parameters that can be used to let the model function like a subroutine or function when it is used as an executable.
• Zero or more output parameters generated from the execution of the model block.
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Model phrases are joined together to form model sentences. Model phrases and sentences are either events, conditions, actions or relationships. The most fundamental structure entity is the model phrase. In its simplest format, it consists of the basic parts of the simplest sentence in natural language, namely subject-predicate-object. They can be read from left to right as a complete humanly understandable sentence. Conversely, these model phrases can be created from natural language statements, but, importantly, the structured approach in creating model phrases make them also open to manual or system-assisted analysis and manipulation. For instance, it is possible to algorithmically create a partial-use case diagram for the first phrase and a partial non-attributed ERD for the second. It is also possible to lay down specific rules for these phrases. For instance, the subject of an act can only be an actor, while the subject of a relation can be an actor or an object. This model phrase structure can be extended to also indicate other objects involved in an action or relationship, over and above the direct object. The object construct is therefore renamed complement and a complement operator is inserted before it, indicating the relationship of the complement to the act or relation. The Complement Operator mostly consists of prepositions, but can occasionally include other word types.
The model phrase can be further extended by adding a complement qualification, which qualifies the relation between the predicate and the complement. It can be as user-friendly (e.g., only one, one-to-many, not more than 50, optional one) or as precise (e.g., 1, 1 . . . n, ≤ 50, 0 . . . 1) as needed for the analysis situation.
Model phrases are joined together to form model sentences. A link is added and used to link model phrases together into sentences.
The structure entities making up a model phrase are as follows:
1. The link identifies the relationships between actions. The most common links between actions are sequence (actions following one another), repetition (actions forming a loop), decision (actions dependent on some condition) and concurrency (actions executed simultaneously).
2. The subject of the relationship. It refers to the base entity (actor or object) which is the main party in the model phrase.
3. The predicate of the model phrase. It describes the action taking place or the type of relationship between the subject and the object. The predicate can play any of the following role types:
• Events-Describe external triggers that cause agents to initiate actions or cause the state of things to change. For example, an important event type is the timer event, where either absolute time, like "on 2 August 2007", or relative time, like "at monthend" and "at the end of the day", cause actions to take place.
• Conditions-Describe conditions, as part of a bigger model sentence, affecting later actions' steps, mostly action phrases. For example, "if the reorder level goes below 20".
• Actions-Describe how agents (human and non-human) perform work needed to reach the objectives of one or more individual, institutional or artificial agents. For example, "client places order".
• Relationships-Describe static relationships between subject and complement.
4. The optional complement operator of the model phrase. It identifies the relationships of the various complements (direct object, indirect object, other complements) involved in the model phrase. Complement operators are mostly prepositions such as "for", "in", "from" and "to".
5. The optional complement qualifier of the model phrase. It identifies qualifications that must be placed on the complement. The most common object operators are multiplicity indications like "one or more" and "one only".
6. The complement of the action refers to the base entities (actor or object) that are affected by the predicate of the model phrase. It can also refer to the property of a base entity.
Role entities
Every type of base and structure entity has a specific meaning depending on its use in a model sentence or phrase. These meanings are specified by the role entities. Role entities can be divided into four categories:
• Subject role entities identify the meanings that the subjects of acts or relations can have, namely agent or zero:
-If the subject assumes the agent role, it is actively involved in performing some action on an object, optionally involving other objects.
-If the subject assumes the zero role, it indicates a specific state for the subject.
• Predicate role entities identify the meanings that the predicate of acts or relations can have (note that the predicate on its own does not always fully define its role). In many cases, other parts of the modelling phrase, especially the link, are needed to define the predicate's role. In that sense the role of the predicate can be seen as the role of the whole modelling phrase.
-Actions indicate dynamic relations (acts) between entities. Actions can be one of the following:
* Transformation or processing of one entity into another, either by assembly or by pure transformation * Transportation or distribution of an entity from one place to another, including arranging objects in new patterns * Storing or housing an entity in a place * Exchanging or trading an entity for another entity of value * Control or regulation of an entity -Relationships indicate static relations between entities. Relationships are mainly one of the following:
* Association, where one entity is associated with another entity. For example, a client (human actor) can have contracts (informational objects). This is mostly indicated by the auxiliary verb has. * Property, where one entity owns another entity, for example, name is a property of client. * Instance, where one entity is an instance of another entity. For example, student John with student number 123456 is an instance of type student, mostly indicated by the verb phrase is-a. * Recursion, where an entity is associated with itself. For example, a course is related to other courses as prerequisite courses, mostly indicated by the verb has. * Aggregation and composition, where an entity consists of other entities. Composition is a "stronger" relationship than aggregation and must also comply with the following criteria: only one entity in the relationship represents the whole; the parts in the relationship exist only as long as the whole exists, and the whole is responsible for creating and destroying its parts; and a part may only belong to one whole at a time, but it can be attached to another whole (following UML). Aggregation is mostly indicated by the verb phrase consists-of. * Inheritance, where one entity is a type of another entity. For example, student (human actor) and staff (human actors) can both be seen as persons (human actors). Mostly indicated by the auxiliary verb phrase is-a-type-of. * Location, where one entity is located in a specific relationship to another location, e.g., "above", "in", "below".
-Events indicate acts that trigger other acts.
-Conditions indicate relations between entities that either allow or disallow actions from taking place.
• Complement role entities identify the meanings that the entities described in the complement of acts or relations can have. These complement roles are borrowed and adapted from Functional Grammar (Dik, 1997a (Dik, , 1997b and can be grouped into the following categories:
-Basic * Patient is an entity that is directly affected or effected (produced) by an action. * Zero is an entity involved in a relation.
-Object (or what)
* Instrument (or tool) is an entity used to affect an action.
• Location-related (or where) -Location is a conceptual object of type of place where an action takes place or where an entity is located.
-Source is an actor from which an entity originates.
-Direction is an actor to which an entity moves.
-Path (or route) is a conceptual object describing the way an entity moves or is oriented.
• Time-related (or when)
-Speed is a conceptual object describing how fast an entity moves.
-Frequency is a conceptual object describing how often an action takes place in a certain period of time.
-Time point is a conceptual object describing a specific point in time.
-Duration is a conceptual object describing two points in time during which an action takes place.
• Stakeholder (or who) -Beneficiary is the actor who benefits or is interested in an action.
-Receiver is the actor who receives something as a possession as a result of an action.
-Company is the actor who takes part in an action with the agent.
The relationships between base, structure and role modelling entities can be described by the following overview. Both institutional actors and information systems (which are specific types of artificial actor) consist of the following elements and relationships:
• Events that trigger actors to initiate actions if certain conditions are met
• Actions that involve things and other actors
• Actions and things that can cause events
In Table SM3 the constructs of the ISD modelling techniques are related to the modelling constructs of the integrative modelling technique developed in this research. This table illustrates the discovery and clarification phase of the grounded approach followed. As an example, Table SM2 (a subset of Table SM3 ) shows how various terminologies are synthesised (or filtered down) to the term "actor" in the integrative modelling technique. Table SM3 also confirms that the constructs in the technique can all be linked back to corresponding concepts in traditional business and ISD modelling techniques. An in-depth, critical discussion of the existing techniques and the grounded process followed to distil the integrative modelling technique constructs from them, as well as a more detailed explanation of the technique with examples, are given in Joubert (2013) . In the following section the application of the modelling technique is illustrated using part of a case study. 
CASE STUDY
The following case study is an extract of a bigger case study found in the Business Rules Group's document on business rules (Hay & Healy, 2000) . They developed the case study together with a number of companies, specifically to cover all possible types of business rules. The case study is of such detailed information that it can also be used to illustrate how to analyse business rules with the purpose of developing an information system from it. The proposed integrative modelling technique is applied to the case study to demonstrate and validate its applicability, serving as a proof of concept. The case study involves a car rental company called EU-Rent. For the purpose of referencing source statements in the case study, each sentence/paragraph in the case study has been numbered in the version below, unlike the original case study. The wording of the case study is exactly the same as the original wording by Hay and Healy (2000, pD.1-D.8 ). The complete case study can be found in Table SM4 . The sections from the case study that will be modelled in this section are given in Table 2 . The integrative modelling technique can be introduced fairly easily to non-technical users, because it is in essence just a more formalised extension of natural language. For instance, instead of allowing passive sentences, only active sentences are permitted, sentences must always follow the basic subject-predicate-object/complement form, and only predefined (by the users themselves) words can be used. The analysis of EU-Rent using this modelling technique is used to illustrate the application of the technique to a typical ISD analysis. The application is illustrative and not exhaustive. Two main phases can be identified: a business modelling phase involving the business user and a systems modelling phase translating the business model into existing ISD modelling structures.
Phase 1: Business modelling
Step 1: Identify base entities Question to users to determine actors: Give a list of all the human individuals, institutions and intelligent actors (like IS and smart devices) both inside and outside your organisation with which the proposed system will interface. The outcome of the question to determine actors is shown in Table 3 . Question to users to determine objects: Give a list of physical objects (things that you can handle and touch), informational objects (objects that store, manipulate, input or display information on any media such as paper, spreadsheets or MSWord documents) and conceptual objects (any classification systems, anything that represents a place and any time-related aspect). The outcome of the question to determine objects is shown in Table 4 .
At this stage no questions are asked about acts/relations. They can be determined when model sentences and phrases are developed. The outcome of the question is to determine acts or relations as shown in Table 5 (but this is left undetermined for now).
Step 2: Identify structure and role entities It is not really possible during analysis to do structure and role entities separately. Role entities are identified during structure-entities analysis as a logical grouping to aid analysis. Question to users to determine models: Divide the proposed system into logical parts (according to any classification-there is no right or wrong). The outcome of the question to determine models is shown in Table 6 . 
Question to users to determine model sentences and phrases (per model):
What are the static relationships between things (both actors and objects)? The easiest way is to handle each type of relationship separately. The outcome of the question to determine model sentences and phrases is shown in Table 7 . The information in Figures 1-3 were used to analyse the business rules and identify the static relationships above. The outcome of these steps are now used in Figure SM8 to compile a graphical representation of the static relationships between things (both actors and objects). Question to users to determine the dynamic relationships between things (both actors and objects): What are the dynamic relationships between things (both actors and objects)? Here the standard concept of a use case is one of the best ways to define the dynamic relationships between entities, where each use case is defined as a model block. The outcome of the question to determine the dynamic relationships between things is shown in Table 8 . The information in Figures 1-3 were used to analyse the business rules and identify the dynamic relationships above. The outcome of these steps are now used in Figures SM9 and SM10 to compile a graphical representation of the dynamic relationships between things.
If needed, more comprehensive dynamic relationships can be created to show the logical and causal relationships between model phrases. For instance, the model block for rental is shown in Figure SM10 .
Phase 2: Systems modelling
The results of phase 1 can be used to inform traditional ISD processes and techniques. For example, in ERDs objects can be expressed as entities, while static relationships can be expressed as entity relationships. Alternatively, these constructs can be expressed in traditional class diagrams as classes and class relationships (see below). This indicates that constructs and models in this technique can be 'translated' into corresponding existing techniques.
Step 1: Create a data model Express intelligent and non-intelligent objects in a traditional class diagram as classes, and express static relationships as class relationships (see Figure SM11 ).
• Identify entities/classes. Everything (intelligent and non-intelligent object) identified is a potential entity or class.
• Identify entity/class relationships. Every static relationship is a potential entity/class relationship that can be expressed by means of class relationships in a class diagram.
The implementation above using the EU-Rent case study shows that, from an ISD perspective, the integrative modelling technique can be used to model any business aspect of ISD through all the phases of a typical SDLC. Two more perspectives are demonstrated in Joubert (2013):
• The business rules perspective, which tests that the modelling technique can model any business rule (or any other rule for that matter).
• The requirements perspective, which tests that the most commonly used requirement modelling tool, use cases, can be modelled using the integrative technique.
The proposed integrative modelling technique that was demonstrated above will be evaluated in the next section.
DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION
The case study used above serves as a typical example of the application of the proposed technique, which in turn is an improvement of a highly structured systems development approach. At this point it should be acknowledged that there is a turn away from this type of approach towards design thinking in software development research and practice (Luebbe & Weske, 2010; Schryen & Wex, 2012; Hellmuth & Stewart, 2014; Bork, Karagiannis, & Hawryszkiewycz, 2017) . In fact, the proposed integrated modelling technique, which was developed using a design science research approach, indirectly contributes to this movement. By integrating business analysis with ISD (albeit in a highly structured way), the new technique may be regarded as a step towards a new, holistic way in which we approach business and information systems modelling. In future work, more exemplars or instantiations could be compiled to validate or improve the integrated modelling technique (Flyvbjerg, 2006) . A discipline actually needs an encompassing set of exemplars that confirm (or falsify!) its theories and propositions. In this study a 'most-likely' case was selected strategically to serve as a paradigmatic example that illustrates a proposition:
A paradigmatic case of how scientists do science is precisely such a prototype. It operates as a reference point and may function as a focus for the founding of schools of thought. (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 232) The study used a grounded approach as a way of doing a qualitative data analysis to inform the integrative model that had to be developed. Except for a few techniques like SSM, no specific theory of ISD modelling entities exists per se, but most of the ISD modelling techniques studied have implicit theories from which these techniques are derived. The study does not consider extant theories as a primary concern, but has as primary concern the purpose of generating a set of fundamental ISD modelling entities with the purpose of creating an integrative modelling technique for further analysis. Substantive theory considers an empirical area of enquiry, while formal theory considers a conceptual area of enquiry (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) . This research concentrates on the empirical area of fundamental business and ISD modelling entities and therefore makes an incremental contribution towards substantive theory. All of the base and structure entities come directly out of the grounded process. The detailed role entities do not directly come out of the underlying data, but emerge from the literature study done on linguistics. The density (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) of the conceptual detail of the theory is difficult to quantify. One way to do it is to evaluate the extensiveness of the suggested codes and their relationships. The comprehensive set of base, structure and role entities, relationships between base and structure entities, and relationships between role and structure entities indicates that the theory is fairly dense in conceptual detail.
The researchers found the initial process of categorisation to be quite subjective and difficult. But once the technique was fairly well developed, one of the best ways to validate that the categories do fit the data (Glaser, 1978) was to test the categories against a paradigmatic case study. Relevance implies that the theory should be relevant to some stakeholders (Glaser, 1978) . The integrative technique, and its implied theory, is relevant in that it currently addresses a major problem in business and ISD modelling (i.e., the identified gap between the two approaches).
To evaluate the design science research areas of this study, the eight components of an IS design theory by Gregor and Jones (2007) are used (see Table 9 ). They argue for design knowledge to be expressed as theory, because it will ensure that IS rises above the level of a craft and it will provide for a "sounder basis for arguing for the rigour and legitimacy of IS as an applied discipline" (Gregor & Jones, 2007, p. 314) .
The research makes a contribution towards the integration of business, process, technical and enterprise modelling. It shows that without a clear understanding of ISD modelling entities, there cannot be an integrated approach to modelling, starting from the business side and going all the way to the technical side. Currently no techniques exist to really address modelling from business to technical aspects using only one modelling language. Linguistics is a rich but underdeveloped reference discipline for ISD modelling. Most ISD techniques mention linguistics, but do not really take it to its logical conclusion. The proposed technique relates all the fundamental ISD modelling entities in use today in various ISD techniques to each other, and synthesises these with relevant linguistic concepts. In this way, it provides a unifying explanation of the relationships between these entities, which does not really exist currently. The fundamental modelling entities are amended by procedural steps to complete the technique, thereby complementing the theoreticalmethodological contribution.
CONCLUSION
Most current business modelling techniques suffer from one of two problems: they are either easily understood by business users (mostly textual), but too simplistic to be used in ISD modelling, or they are usable for ISD modelling (using some existing ISD modelling technique like UML), but too complex for the average business user.
To develop an integrative modelling technique to overcome the gap between business and ISD modelling, it was important to first understand what the fundamental modelling entities in business and ISD are. Using a grounded approach, the research found that these entities follow a linguistic structure and can be divided into three main categories: The purpose and scope is related to business modelling that can be used as the input or source for further ISD modelling.
Constructs (the causa materialis)
The base, structure and role modelling entities form the basic constructs of the theory and are clearly defined.
Principle of form and function (the causa formalis)
It is shown how the base modelling entities are related in the structure modelling entities to form the building blocks of this technique. These modelling building blocks can be used to communicate business-related analysis and design information.
Artefact mutability
The form (structural aspects) is considered to be fairly immutable, while the function is considered to be very mutable. New base entities and structure entities are unlikely to be developed much more. Role entities can see some growth when used and could increase and improve to some extent. Applying the technique to specific situations is the area where almost unlimited change can occur.
Testable propositions
A certain set of specific base entities and their relationships are stated. These can be tested and if other entities and other relationships can be identified, it will show that the original theory was incorrect or incomplete and can be improved or amended.
Justificatory knowledge
The data analysis techniques of grounded theory and the fundamental structure of linguistics were used as the main contributors to the knowledge base of this study, forming its kernel theories.
Principles of implementation (the causa efficiens)
Some guidelines (procedural steps) are provided on how to use this technique in a number of typical business modelling situations.
Expository instantiation
The feasibility to implement the technique is illustrated in the exemplary case study.
• Base entities (corresponding to the morphological level in linguistics), representing the realworld objects that make up organisations and systems as the words of the proposed modelling language. The high-level base entities are things, actors and objects.
• Structure entities (corresponding to the syntactic level in linguistics), using the base entities plus specific language constructions to form model sentences and phrases. The structure entities are models, model views, model sentences and model phrases.
• Role entities (corresponding to the semantic level in linguistics), helping to define meaning to base and structure entities in various situations. Role entities can be classified as subject, predicate and complement roles.
An understanding of the properties and attributes of these entities, together with an understanding of the relationship between these entities, and amended by procedural guidelines, forms a basic method to model business situations both easily and expressively. The research done for this study can be seen as a step in integrating business, process, technical and enterprise modelling. Currently all of these areas of modelling have their own sets of modelling techniques. In future work linguistics can be explored in more depth as an ISD analysis tool. An exciting possibility is creating software that can generate analyses and/or models from text input, which will simplify the process of business analysis and design. In a fully-fledged system many validations can be done and help provided. For instance, a thesaurus can warn of possible synonyms. Another avenue is to look at the application and adoption of the proposed technique for the problematic area of modelling organisations in enterprise architectures. A third option would be to develop conversion software between existing models. Fourth, there is an opportunity to formalise the findings into an ontology of business and ISD modelling fundamental entities. Such an ontology could define common words in language with respect to this technique where, for instance, all human nouns are indicated as human actors. Normal dictionary definitions of words can be provided as a base from which to create custom definitions for terms. An ontology of the syntactic functions (structure entities) could again be used to enforce consistency when formulating model sentences and phrases (cf. Kroeze (2009) ). Lastly, the presentation of the model could be enhanced by the use of colour in a simplified version that is suitable for tuition purposes on undergraduate level. For example, different colours could be used to highlight and trail concepts that lead to the creation of a model block. If the text is displayed in the same colour in the proposed technique, a student or reader should have a better understanding of where the information comes from. Such a more accessible version of the integrated modelling technique could also facilitate the implementation of the proposed solution in industry, thereby improving and simplifying business rule models and facilitating the transformation of business rules into ISD models.
